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EDUCATION AND APPRENTICESHIP

التعليم والتأھيل المھني
Nikolaos Lazaridis
Ausbildung und Lehre
Éducation et apprentissage
The main purpose of education and apprenticeship in ancient Egypt was the training of scribes and
of specialist craftsmen. The result of this profession-oriented educational system was restricted
accessibility to schooling, most probably favoring male members of the Egyptian elite. Basic
education offered in Egyptian local schools consisted of the teaching of language, mathematics,
geography, and of other subjects appropriate for the preparation of potential scribes who were
destined to work in local and national Egyptian institutions, such as the palace or the temples.
The evidence for the existence of such an educational system in ancient Egypt comes mainly in the
form of school exercises, schoolbooks, and references found in literary and documentary texts. There
is comparatively less evidence, however, for the role of apprenticeship, which was a pedagogical
method employed mainly for the training of craftsmen or for advanced and specialized education,
such as that needed to become a priest. Although the main elements of pedagogy probably remained
as such throughout Egyptian history, it is likely that foreign languages were taught from the New
Kingdom onwards, culminating in the bilingual Egyptian-Greek education of the Ptolemaic and
Roman Periods.

كان الغرض الرئيسي للتعليم والتأھيل المھني في مصر القديمة ھو تدريب الكتّاب
 ولكن تطبيق ھذا النظام التعليمي ذي التوجه المھني أدى إلى الحد.والحرفيين المتخصصين
 وكان التعليم األساسي المتاح في.من إمكانية التعليم وحصرھا غالبا ً بالذكور من علية القوم
 وغيرھا من، والجغرافية، والرياضيات،المدارس المحلية المصرية يشمل تعليم اللغة
المواضيع األخرى المالئمة إلعداد كتبة المستقبل اللذين كان يتم توجيھھم للعمل في
ِ
 و يأتي الدليل على وجود مثل ھذا النظام.المؤسسات المصرية مثل القصر أو المعابد
التعليمي في مصر القديمة غالبا ً في صورة تمارين مدرسية وكتب مدرسية وإشارات في
 من ناحية أخرى ھناك دالئل أقل نسبيا عن دور التأھيل.النصوص األدبية والوثائقية
ِ
المھني الذي َكان وسيلة تربوية استخدمت بالدرجة األولى لتدريب الحرفيين أَو للتعليم
 وأخيراً على الرغم من أن العناصر. مثل التعليم الالزم إلعداد الكھنة،المتقدم والمتخصص
 فإن تدريس،المصري
التاريخ
التعليم بقيت على نفس الحال عبر
الرئيسية لعلم أصول
ِ
ِ
ِ
 حتى بلغ اوجه في،اللغات األجنبية بدأ على األرجح منذ عھد الدولة الحديثة وما بعدھا
.(العصور البطلمية والرومانية عند انتشار التعليم الثنائي اللغة )المصرية واليونانية
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T

he term “education” is used here,
as in most related Egyptological
studies, to denote a social
institution (or an educational system) rather
than a general idea encompassing all forms of
teaching and learning. Thus, by definition, the
study of ancient Egyptian education excludes
the upbringing of children at home. The main
reason for this exclusion is that there is very
limited evidence for the way children were
educated at home and for the relationship
between home and school education.
However, it must be noted that home
education was probably a pedagogical method
as important as schooling. The majority of the
working population, including agricultural
workers and local craftsmen, probably
received their training within a domestic
context, rather than at school. The existence
of such a household/family-related training
context is implied in evidence from Deir elMedina, suggesting family connections
between various groups of craftsmen (cf. the
studies on woodcutters and potters in Janssen
et al. 2003). The same may have applied, to a
certain extent, even to scribe candidates, since
family relations between succeeding scribes
are widely attested (see, for example, Haring
2006).
The study of ancient Egyptian education
focuses on the function of the Egyptian
schools, which aimed at providing the youth
with a basic knowledge in a variety of
subjects, such as language and mathematics, as
well as at teaching ethics and rules of everyday
conduct (compare definition of Brunner 1977:
22).
Like modern educational systems, ancient
Egyptian education prepared the young
members of middle and upper classes for
entering the labor force of the country and
actively participating in various professions
and duties related to the civil, priestly, and
military spheres. However, unlike education
nowadays, the Egyptian school system mainly
offered basic and rarely advanced training.
Hence, there was probably no Egyptian
equivalent to a modern university with its
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broad educational horizons and its large
diversity of specializations. Also, unlike
modern educational standards according to
which schooling is in most countries a
prerequisite for most professions and careers,
the Egyptian local school focused primarily
on the preparation of scribes and officials
before they joined the complex system of
local or national bureaucracy. Together with
the priesthood, these were the main, highlyesteemed professions available for those who
completed schooling.
The narrow perspectives Egyptian schooling
kept resulted in a limited curriculum and
probably also in limited approaches to study
material. Although such limitations would
suggest a canonized model for Egyptian
education, its program and curricula most
likely allowed considerable space for local
variation—given that there was no central
authority for controlling the function of
Egyptian schools, since there is no evidence
that the palace was much involved in the
shaping and maintenance of schools. The lack
of a nationally organized system in schooling
probably also resulted in education’s minor
involvement in the building of a national
identity for Egyptian students (cf. the
construction of national identity in Egyptian
literature discussed in Loprieno 1988; for
these issues more generally, see Moers 2005).
By contrast, modern educational systems are
designed and checked by the national
authorities and are meant to contribute to the
shaping and maintenance of a national identity
(see Carr 2003: especially 3 - 18). However,
one must be cautious when approaching the
complex relationship between education, the
study of an acknowledged uniform past, and
national identity, since one cannot be certain
how different the modern notions of national
identity are from the Egyptian one. For
instance, it has been suggested that the oftquoted case of a graffito/dipinto from
Northern Saqqara, which was written by a
school teacher, may show that he visited
tombs in that area together with his pupils as
part of a school excursion. During this outing
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they may have studied funerary stelae as
records of a recent or distant historical past
(see Popko 2006: 17, 137 - 138). Such
assumptions, however, implying that history
was included in the curriculum of Egyptian
schools, are only based upon scarce evidence
and cannot be conclusive (compare the
discussion in McDowell 1992).
The main term employed to denote
“education” in the ancient Egyptian language
read sbAyt and meant “instruction” with a
connotation of “punishment” (see FischerElfert 2001: 439). This was the same term that
featured in the titles of Egyptian works of
wisdom known as “Instructions”—a fact that
may suggest a pedagogical use of such literary
works (see Shupak 1989). Along with sbAyt,
the term mtrt was also employed to denote the
sense of “instruction,” this time with a
connotation of “witnessing” or “personal
experience.” The latter term was mainly used
in the Late Period, but a semantic difference
(other than being simply based on
etymological connotations) between mtrt and
sbAyt has not been detected.
In contrast to “education,” whose
conventional definition, in the case of this
essay, covers aspects of basic training received
at school, “apprenticeship” is a term that
usually refers to a specific method of
instruction, namely the instruction offered by
a single teacher to a single or a small number
of students on one or more specialized
subjects or skills. This was a very popular
educational method that was employed mainly
when advanced training was sought out in
order to develop some of the aspects of the
curricula of Egyptian schools, such as writing
or mathematics, or to introduce new subjects
and skills, such as the study of religious texts
or the learning of a craft. In addition,
apprenticeship was a manner of instruction
that was probably also used in some local
Egyptian schools even for basic training—
perhaps due to the small number of teachers
and students available.
The term most probably denoting
apprenticeship read Xrj-a, which literally meant
“under the arm/control of,” while the expert
Education and Apprenticeship, Lazaridis, UEE 2010

teacher was called either nb, “master,” or jtj,
“father.” The latter is a term employed mainly
in literary contexts to imply a close father-son
relationship for that between an instructor
and his audience. Thus, for instance, the title
“father” is often used in didactic texts,
denoting the author of the instruction and
teacher of an audience that has still much to
learn:
Beginning of the sayings of excellent discourse spoken
by the Prince….Ptahhotep, in instructing the ignorant
to understand and be up to the standard of excellent
discourse…So he spoke to his son. [Instruction of
Ptahhotep, lines 4,45 - 4,50 (published in
Zába 1956, translated by the author)]

Methodology and Sources
When one attempts to discover and reconstruct the educational system of an ancient
civilization, one seeks, first, evidence for the
existence of schools. This can be in the form
of: a) archaeological traces of school activity
in specific localities; b) products of school
activity, such as schoolbooks or school
exercises; and c) references to specific schools
or to a more general school education in
literary or documentary texts. Second, in order
to better understand the way the educational
system functioned within an ancient society,
one can try to identify the locality of specific
schools, examining their spatial relationship
with a nearby community or other
institutions. In this way, one can consider the
schools’ potential contact with other aspects
of an ancient society, as well as their potential
role in the life and development of that
society.
In the case of ancient Egypt, we have so far:
1) numerous copies of school exercises
surviving mainly on pottery or stone ostraca,
on wooden or stone tablets, or on small
papyrus fragments, coming from a great
variety of localities, and dating to almost all
phases of Egyptian history (see, for instance,
Bresciani et al. 1983; Kaplony-Heckel 1974;
Vernus 1984; and compare ancient Greek
school exercises in Cribiore 1996); 2) a
considerable
number
of
copies
of
schoolbooks (see, for example, Erichsen 1948;
3

the context is concerned, school exercises
tend to be found in clusters, reflecting a
massive use by a group of students and
teachers. The location, however, of such
quantities of easily moveable material is
seldom used to locate an Egyptian school, a
task that has so far proven to be very difficult
(see below). Finally, the most defining
characteristics of a school exercise are the
contents of the inscribed text, which in most
cases was in the form of a list of words or
phrases, as well as the style of writing, which
was mostly crude, full of mistakes, and
corrections.
An example of an Egyptian school exercise
(fig. 1) reads:

Figure 1. Demotic school exercise.

Guéraud and Jougeut 1938), such as the
Middle Kingdom standard version of a
schoolbook known as Kemit, “the complete
one” or “the summary” (Barta 1978; Brunner
1980); and 3) a large number of references to
school activity and educational methods in a
range of textual sources from biographical
inscriptions to the content of schoolbooks
themselves, such as, for instance, a reference
to the copying of one chapter per day as
discussed by Fischer-Elfert (1993: 34).
Egyptian school exercises vary from basic
exercises of grammar and orthography to
copies of actual literary or documentary texts.
There is a certain degree of difficulty in
distinguishing between “professional” copies
of texts produced by scribes and student
copies produced in schools (Hagen 2006,
2007). In most of the cases, what determines
whether a text is a student product are the
material used as writing surface, the context of
the artifact, as well as the style of writing and
the contents. Hence, for instance, a school
exercise, as mentioned above, was most
frequently inscribed on pottery or stone
ostraca that were useless otherwise. As far as
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I said
You said
He said
She said…
[Column A of the Demotic ostracon
(published and translated in Reich 1924)]
In the case of apprenticeship in ancient
Egypt (see further discussion below), the
available evidence concerns mainly the
training of draftsmen and consists of: a)
practice ostraca (Cooney fc.; Sesana and
Nelson 1998), and b) textual references to
artisan training (e.g., Cooney 2006). As with
school exercises, practice material can be
identified as such due to their crude drawings
and the fact that they were painted on ostraca.

The Function of School and its Position in
Egyptian Society
The term probably used by the Egyptians to
refer to a school, as an educational institute
rather than a certain space in which teaching
was taking place, read pr-anx, “house of life”
(Burkard 1980; Gardiner 1938; Helck 1984).
In addition, there is the less commonly
employed term at-sbA, “house of instruction,”
which could denote the school as a space. The
meaning of pr-anx is still debated, since
scholarly circles are divided between its
translation as “school” and as “scriptorium”
(that is, the space in which scribes worked—
studying, producing, and copying various
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texts) or “university” (in the sense of an
institute of advanced learning in contrast to
the basic teaching offered in a common
school). The pr-anx in the sense of a
scriptorium is closely associated with the
function of the Egyptian temple, given that
most of the major temples included libraries
and archives that were probably managed and
maintained by scribes, the primary product of
school education (for the existence of temple
libraries and archives, see Burkard 1980;
Quirke 1996; Zinn 2007). However, there is
very little evidence for the exact locations of
the pr-anx or any other space used for teaching
(see Helck 1984). Such evidence points
towards the existence of schools, for instance,
around the Ramesseum (school exercises; see
Leblanc 2005), at Deir el-Medina (school
exercises; see, for instance, Gasse 2000;
McDowell 2000), and at the Mut temple in
Karnak (references in the texts concerning
Bakenkhons’ career mentioned below). No
exact locations can be identified, however,
mainly because schooling in Egypt probably
took place outdoors and its location was not
always fixed. References to the existence of a
pr-anx vary from titles revealing a connection
between administrative positions and school
activity to actual references to a pr-anx in
association with the life and activities of
certain individuals (an overview of such
references is given in Burkard 1980; Gardiner
1938).
It is this connection to specific individuals
that has led to the Egyptological consensus
that not all individuals had access to a school
education. Instead, it seems that school
education was primarily for the elite and
mostly for the male members of the Egyptian
society, who were destined to work for the
main Egyptian socio-political and religious
institutions, such as the palace, the treasury, or
the temple. It should be noted here that,
although many priests also bore the title of
the scribe, no school texts make direct
references to the priestly profession as a goal
of education (for a possible honorific rather
than functional use of the title of the scribe,
see Nordh 1996: 32). Perhaps this suggests
that the priestly duties were taught after
Education and Apprenticeship, Lazaridis, UEE 2010

school, as part of an advanced apprenticeship
in a temple, or that the children who were
destined to become priests were trained in
separate, special schools (see below the
example of Bakenkhons’ educational career;
see another fine example of this motif in
Jansen-Winkeln 2007). The “be-a-scribe”
orientation of Egyptian education is at the
heart of most of the discovered Egyptian
schoolbooks (see Williams 1972). Thus, for
instance, in the Ramesside miscellany of
Papyrus Lansing one encounters a number of
short texts praising the scribal profession:
Befriend the scroll, the palette. It pleases more than
wine. Writing for him who knows it is better than all
other professions. It pleases more than bread and beer,
more than clothing and ointment. It is worth more
than an inheritance in Egypt, than a tomb in the
West. [Papyrus BM 9994, 2,2 - 2,4 (published
in Gardiner 1937; translated in Lichtheim
1976: 168)]
Judging from the various references to
education and literacy made in Egyptian
literary works, one could deduce that being a
school graduate was, indeed, highly esteemed
in Egyptian society. An example of such
references made in Egyptian “Instructions”
(that is, didactic works mostly ascribed to a
famous sage and discussing, in the form of
short sayings and admonitions, general
matters of life and moral principles) is:
One will do all you say
If you are versed in writings;
Study the writings, put them in your heart,
Then all your words will be effective.
Whatever office a scribe is given,
He should consult the writings…
[The Instruction of Any, lines 7,4 - 7,5 (published
in Quack 1994; translated in Lichtheim 1976:
140)]
The general style of such literary references
to education is well illustrated in this example:
education is praised in connection with the
scribal profession and its high status in
Egyptian society. Hence, one may say that
such references are really made by scribes
(that is, the authors of such compositions)
about the value of their own profession,
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addressing other scribes or students who are
to follow the scribal profession. In other
words, this is probably a dialogue between
members of the same circle, reflecting little
about the general appreciation of education
among members of Egyptian society who
have not gone through a scribal training.
The apparent limited accessibility to
schooling in ancient Egypt has also been one
of the reasons some scholars have argued that
literacy in most phases of Egyptian history
was restricted to a very low percentage of the
population, in some cases amounting only to
1% (argued in Baines 1983; Baines 1984;
Baines and Eyre 1983; and criticized in Lesko
1990; Szpakowska 2008: 102 - 112).
Estimating degrees of literacy in ancient
Egypt is, however, a very difficult task
(compare comments on Greek literacy in
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt in Youtie 1971:
164 - 165). Also, although nowadays literacy
equals education, in ancient Egypt most men
and women would have been illiterate, due to
the limited orientation and accessibility of
school education; but that does not
necessarily mean that they were uneducated
too, since home education and craftsman
apprenticeship would train them in areas of
specialized knowledge that did not require
knowledge of writing or reading. Such home
education was also likely for women, for
whom there is no solid evidence that they
could ever enter schools and be trained to
read and write (contrast the unconvincing
evidence treated in Bryan 1984; Toivari-Viitala
2001; and compare discussions about the
education of Greek women in Cole 1981;
Pomeroy 1977; or of Near Eastern women in
Meier 1991).
At the same time, there may be some
exceptions to the rule of education
accessibility according to social status. Hence,
for example, in the Middle Kingdom
Instruction of Dua-Khety, or the Satire of the Trades
as it is often also called (found on Papyrus
Sallier II and on Papyrus Anastasi VII,
published in Helck 1970; translated in
Lichtheim 1973: 185 - 191), Dua-Khety, who
apparently did not hold any important
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positions in his hometown (although the
whole composition was attributed to him),
escorts his son to the 12th Dynasty Egyptian
capital (probably near el-Lisht) where his son
is to be admitted to the scribal school together
with the children of the elite. Given that there
is no reference to a special permission or
reward granted to Dua-Khety, this situation
seems to reflect an open admission to such
schools, including children of lower classes
(see Szpakowska 2008: 104), although it
should probably be best taken simply as a
piece of literary fiction.

School Curriculum and Pedagogical Methods
Egyptian pupils entered school probably at
the age of four or five and there they were
mainly taught how to read and write
(including the rules of rhetoric and proper
speech), geography, mathematics, and
geometry (compare Brunner 1991: 80ff.;
Fischer-Elfert 2001: 439). In addition, there is
some evidence for the learning of foreign
languages in New Kingdom schools, a fact
that historically corresponds to the era of
Egyptian imperialism and of the extension of
Egyptian foreign relations (Brunner 1991: 99;
Fischer-Elfert 2001: 440). This evidence,
however, which includes, for example, lists of
foreign words or names, is far from
conclusive, since it shows more an
acquaintance with foreign vocabulary, possibly
used in Egyptian texts, rather than mastery
over a foreign language. Nevertheless, the
occasional use of foreign languages in
Egyptian administration (as was the case, for
example, at el-Amarna and the famous
diplomatic correspondence in Akkadian) was
surely a result of some training in foreign
languages that could have taken place either in
the Egyptian capital or in foreign schools. In
addition to these subjects, sports, music, and
other arts could have also featured in
Egyptian education. The evidence for the
treatment of such subjects is, however, scarce.
The first script an Egyptian pupil learnt how
to read and write was probably hieratic, which
was later (ca. fourth century BCE onwards)
replaced by Demotic. These were the scripts
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the pupils used to practice writing letters and
various types of administrative documents.
They were also exposed to literary works,
whose language and style often differ from
those used in documentary texts. That was the
case, for example, in the New Kingdom,
when older literary works in Middle Egyptian
were studied in school (evidenced by a copy
of the Story of Sinuhe produced in a Ramesside
school; see discussion in Barns 1952) along
with works written in Late Egyptian (for this,
see Baines 1996; Loprieno 1996). The pupil
was taught language by doing a lot of spelling
and grammar exercises, writing passages
dictated by the teacher, and copying parts of
real or model documentary and literary texts.
Such model texts are found in the so-called
“miscellanies” (such as Papyrus Lansing
mentioned above), which could be
compilations made by teachers for classroom
use (contrast Hagen 2006). Given that some
of the texts copied in schools were instructive,
teaching mainly about general ethics, the
Egyptian pupil was educated also through the
study of the contents of such didactic texts.
Probably at a later stage, the pupils learnt how
to read and write hieroglyphs, the main script
for monumental and archaizing writing during
most periods of Egyptian history.
An exemplary educational career of an elite
child, who was to become high priest of
Amun at Karnak, is described in the
biographical texts inscribed on two block
statues of Bakenkhons, now in Cairo (fig. 2)
and Munich (see Jansen-Winkeln 1993). In
these texts Bakenkhons mentions among
other things:
I spent 4 years as an excellent youngster. I spent 11
years as a youth, as a trainee stable-master…
[Munich statue, Gl. WAF 38, back pillar
(translated in Frood 2007: 41)]
I came out from the room of writing in the temple of
the lady of the sky as an excellent youngster. I was
taught to be a wab-priest in the domain of Amun…
[Cairo statue, Cairo CG 42155, back pillar
(translated in Frood 2007: 43)]
In contrast to the considerable amount of
evidence available for basic school education
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Figure 2. Block statue of Bakenkhons from the
Karnak cachette. 19th Dynasty, reign of Ramesses
II. Cairo CG 42155.

in ancient Egypt, there is much less evidence
for apprenticeship in advanced or special
subjects and skills. Such evidence includes, for
example, painted ostraca from Deir el-Medina
that could have been made by artisan
apprentices in situ (see, for instance, BrunnerTraut 1979; compare Cooney fc.; for the
training of sculptors, see von Lieven 2007).
Probable references to such young
apprentices are made in other ostraca from
Deir el-Medina (for these, see Cooney 2006).
Finally, there is also some evidence of the
manner in which temple musicians were
trained (for this, see Quack 2002: 163 - 164).
Overall, the method of knowledge transfer
through apprenticeship in Pharaonic Egypt
was most likely informal and circumstantial,
based not so much upon a uniform
curriculum but rather upon the personal
choices of the experienced professional who
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took over the education of his potential
successors (compare discussion on the
training and work of artisans in Bryan 2001;
and Keller 1991). The close relationship
between artisan apprenticeship and school
education is evident in the case of a number
of tombs, in the context of which school
exercises have been discovered (see Amenta
2002). This evidence might indicate that
Egyptian students were learning how to read
and write by using the material inscribed on
tomb walls. After all, tombs in ancient Egypt
probably also functioned as places where
important works of literature were meant to
be preserved (for this, see Assmann 1983). In
such cases, the artisan master who was
overseeing the works in tombs would
probably have also acted more broadly as a
teacher.

Legacy in the Post-Pharaonic Era
Historical developments in the educational
system of ancient Egypt were probably closely
linked to developments in Egyptian language.
As mentioned above, hieratic, which was most
likely the first script an Egyptian pupil was
taught, was replaced at some point during the
fourth century BCE by Demotic. This change
took place at the beginning of the Hellenistic
era, during which Greek became the official
language of the palace in Alexandria.
Therefore, in terms of administration,
Demotic and Greek co-existed and were used
on different occasions, making their mastery a
significant requirement for those who wanted
to climb the social ladder in Hellenistic and,
later, Roman Egypt. As a result, probably
most of the local Egyptian schools of those

eras added Greek to their curricula. In
addition, Greek didaskaleia (“schools”) along
with gymnasia (“sport schools”) were founded
at most of the sites of Hellenistic and Roman
Egypt, as in Alexandria, Antinoopolis, or
Krokodilopolis, which included large nonEgyptian populations (Cribiore 2001: 18ff.;
Delorme 1960). The relationship between the
Greek gymnasia and the Egyptian schools is
not clear, but it seems they were attracting
ethnically and/or socially different groups.
As Demotic was replaced by Coptic from
the second century CE onwards and the usage
of Egyptian language retreated from the areas
of administration and trade, in which Greek
and Latin were used instead, the number of
schools teaching in Egyptian probably
decreased and were limited to Christian
monasteries that took over the task of
maintaining and developing Coptic language
and literature (Nasim 1991).
As far as the function of apprenticeship in
the post-Pharaonic era is concerned, there is
some evidence for children becoming
apprentices to experienced craftsmen. Thus,
for instance, contracts exist between such
craftsmen and parents who sent their children
off to learn a craft like weaving or playing a
musical instrument. One of these contracts
written in Greek and dated to 10 CE reads:
...we will produce our brother named Pasion to stay
with you one year from the 40th year of Caesar and to
work at the weaver's trade, and...he shall not sleep
away or absent himself by day from Pasonis’ house.
[Papyrus Tebtunis 0384 (text and translation
available online at APIS)]

Bibliographic Notes
Apart from the monograph on Egyptian education by Hellmut Brunner (1991) originally
published in 1957, most studies on Egyptian education are incorporated in Egyptological lexica
and encyclopedias (for example, Fischer-Elfert 2001; Helck 1984) or general books about life and
growing up in ancient Egypt (for instance, Janssen and Janssen 1990; Szpakowska 2008). Also,
attention to Egyptian education has been paid in the numerous studies of the material from Deir
el-Medina (for example, Demarée and Egberts 2000; Donker van Heel and Haring 2003), most of
which are based upon the earlier monumental work of Jaroslav Černy originally published in
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1973. The material from Deir el-Medina is rich and a large part of it remains unpublished,
promising new insights into scribal practices and education (as shown in Hagen 2006, 2007;
McDowell 1995, 2000). It is not, however, certain to what extent the uniquely rich archaeological
situation in Deir el-Medina is representative evidence for everyday life and social organization in
other Egyptian communities of this sort. Doubts about the fairness of treating the situation in
Deir el-Medina as a valid case study for the whole New Kingdom Egypt have been expressed in
Baines’ and Eyre’s studies of Egyptian literacy (1983). Finally, a great variety of articles have been
published touching upon various aspects of Egyptian education, such as Egyptian schoolbooks
(Barta 1978; Guéraud and Jougeut 1938) and the function of the pr-anx (Burkard 1980; Gardiner
1938; Gasse 2000; Morenz 2001). What is missing so far from the Egyptological scholarship on
education is a thorough and up-to-date study of school exercises in hieroglyphic, hieratic, and
Demotic and the insights into Egyptian education they may offer (a study very much like Cribiore
1996), as well as further investigation into informal education and apprenticeship to
counterbalance the evidence for formal scribal training.
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External Links
APIS

Advanced papyrological information system. (Internet resource:
http://wwwapp.cc.columbia.edu/ldpd/app/apis/search?mode=search&institution=berkeley&pu
bnum_coll=P.Tebt.&pubnum_page=384&sort=date&resPerPage=25&action=search&p=1.
Accession date: February 2010.)
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Figure 1. Demotic school exercise. (After Reich 1924: 286.)
Figure 2. Block statue of Bakenkhons from the Karnak cachette. 19th Dynasty, reign of Ramesses II. Cairo
CG 42155. (Legrain 1909: pl. 18.)
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